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Abstract 

This paper is focused on the analysis of the current distribution of symmetrical full-wave dipole antenna based 
on double and triple feeding techniques; the current distributions were measured using a shielded loop protruding 
through a slit in the antenna surface along its axis, gives exact and accurate measurement rather than sinusoidal 
approximation. However, the sinusoidal distributions of current and voltage are approximations rather than exact 
descriptions. Next the current distributions were modeled and formulated whose parameters were deduced from 
the measured current distribution by applying the current distribution data in models as derived by IEEE 
standard. 
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1. Introduction 

Practically, the input techniques impedance, the far-field radiation pattern and the directive gain are 
indispensable parameters in characterizing the antenna. However, the calculation and measurement of the current 
distributions are important for the analysis and design of antennas because the other properties of the antenna 
may be determined from the current distribution. The far-field radiation pattern of a microwave antenna is 
usually evaluated from the measured near field. Similarly, in the case of a linear antenna, the radiation pattern 
may be estimated from the current distribution which is measured more easily than the far field (Yahya, etal., 
2008; Harrington, 1960; Egashira, et al., 1985).  

2. Measurement Method 

This section presents results from an experimental investigation of current distribution test. This investigation 
serves to experimentally find the current distribution wave form, and to obtain formulas by using curve fitting 
and try and error. The relative magnitude of the current distribution along the antennas was measured and 
normalized with respect to maximum amplitude. Measurements were made at 5 cm interval along the antenna’s 
arm using loop type current probe (Collin, 1955; IEEE, Standard, 1980; Yaghjian, 1986; King, 1956). As shown 
in Figure 1, two-shielded loop were used namely fixed shielded loop and moving shielded loop. The fixed 
shielded loop was used as reference and is placed in the centre of the dipole while moving shielded loop was 
used to measure the current distribution along the antenna axis. The two shielded loop were connected to vector 
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analyzer. This method may be used when the radius of dipole is rather thick, thus is impossible for a very thin 
antenna. The diameter should be sufficiently large for the surface currents to be considered (Collin, 1955; IEEE, 
Standard, 1980; Yaghjian, 1986; King, 1956). When a shielded loop is located near a test antenna; the 
electromotive force (EMF) on the loop is induced by the whole current on the antenna. 

To evaluate the performance of a shielded loop, a system error ratio need to be defined as the ratio of the output 
current due to a unit electric field parallel to the loop to the output current due to a unit magnetic field through 
the loop. For a circular loop of diameter 0.01 λ, the error ratio measured by them was about -30 dB (King, 1956; 
Harrington, 1976; Hassan, 1987). 

In this paper, a circular loop of diameter 0.08 λ made from copper was used in all current distribution 
measurements. The measurements were conducted firstly on half wave dipole, centre tap full wave, and off 
centre full wave dipole in which their characteristics are well known. Initially, the current distribution was 
measured, followed by the measurement of parameters of antenna like gain, radiation patterns and input 
impedance. The relative magnitude of the current distribution along the antennas was measured and normalized 
with respect to maximum amplitude. 

3. Results 

3.1 Symmetrical Dual Feeding 

For simplicity, the constructed antenna was named with respective reference as shown in Table 1. For Antenna 
A1, the measured current distribution is indicated in Figure2. From Figure2, Curve fitting, trial and error were 
used to obtain the Equation.1, corresponding to a conventional formulation of single feeding. Figure 2 shows a 
plot of )(zI  with z representing the predicted current distribution of Antenna A1. 
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For Antenna A2, the measured current distribution is indicated in Figure 3 which led to Equation 2 and 
representing the current distribution for Antenna A2. Figure3 shows the predicted current distribution )(zI , as a 
function of z. 
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3.2 Triple Feeding 

For Antenna C1, C2, and C3, the measured current distribution is indicated in Figures 4, 5 and 6 respectively. 
Curve fitting and trial and error were used to obtain Equations 3, 4, and 5. Figure 4 shows the predicted current 
distribution of Antenna C1, Figures 5 shows the predicted current distribution for Antenna C2 while those of 
Figure 6 correspond to Antenna C3. 
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For triple feeding, Equation 3, Equation 4, and Equation 5 are similar except that the cosine coefficient factor (M) 
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is different; thus, the three Equations can be generalized into applicable for the triple feeding as depicted in 
Equation 6. 
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The current distribution of Antenna A1 was compared with the simulated current distribution of Hallen and King, 
and the radius of the Antenna A1 was set for different values. However the current distribution of Antenna A1 is 
correspond to the Orfanidis‘s simulation. The current distribution is assumed to be symmetric with respect to the 
antenna centre where the feed point is located. It was reported that the Pocklington current is not required to 
vanish at the last sampling point, like the Hallen case (Yaghjian, 1986; King, 1956). 

This condition was not incorporated into the Pocklington Equation. Nevertheless, the Pocklington currents tend 
to zero at the antenna end-points as M becomes larger, where M is number of samples (Harrington, 1976; Hassan, 
1987; King, 1981). Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the simulated current distribution of Hallen numerical solution, 
King's 3-term, and predicted current of Antenna A1. It also shows the effect of the radius of the wire on the 
characteristics of the current distribution. When the radius is very small, King’s approximation incorporates the 
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For antenna A2, the Equation of the current distribution of antenna A1 reduces to 
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; this 
represents the characteristics of current distribution of Antenna A2. 

Antenna A2 has similar characteristics of full-wavelength antenna as composed of two half-wavelength antennas 
having identical radiating properties, one excited positively and the other negatively, or 180º out of phase, which  
exhibits maxima along the positive and negative z-axis. It was reported that the current distribution 
approximation is valid only when the load impedance is small or is equal to the complex conjugate of the 
antenna feed-point impedance (Khamas, et al., 1997; Werner, 1998; Best, 2002). However the measured input 
impedance of the antenna is small. 

4. Conclusion 

New methods to enhance the gain of the full wave dipole antenna were introduced. It was demonstrated that a 
full wave antenna, when fed with a multi feed, shows a high performance at resonance frequency. This can be 
exploited to achieve a high gain. Expressions for the current distribution of full-wave dipole antennas were 
developed. The relation of the current distribution with the feeding modifications and the polarity of feeding 
were numerically and experimentally investigated. The expressions for current distribution were developed, and 
validated, and compared with the experimental results.  

For symmetrical dual feeding, the Equation of the current distribution of Antenna A1 is found to be similar to the 
conventional full-wave antenna Equation. For A2, the Equation follows the theoretical concept of the full-wave 
antenna (off-centre fed). However, the Symmetrical feeding in-phase achieved 3.82 dBi gains. 
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Table 1. A specifications and references of full wave dipole antennas 

Antenna No Characteristics References 

1 Symmetrical Dual Feeding in phase Antenna A1 

2 Symmetrical Dual Feeding out of phase Antenna A2 

3 Symmetrical Triple Feeding (a, b, c in phase) Antenna C1 

4 Symmetrical Triple Feeding (a, b in phase),(c out of 

phase ) 

Antenna C2 

5 Symmetrical Triple Feeding (a, c in phase),(b out of 

phase) 

Antenna C3 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Measurements of current distribution using two shielded loops 
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Figure 2. Measured and predicted current distribution for Antenna A1 

 

Figure 3. Measured and predicted current distribution for Antenna A2 

 

Figure 4. Measured and predicted current distribution for Antenna C1 
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Figure 5. Measured and predicted current distribution for Antenna C2 

 

 

Figure 6. Measured and predicted current distribution for Antenna C3 

 

 

Figure 7. Comparison between the simulated currents, and predicted current of Antenna A1 
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Figure 8.Comparison between the simulated currents and predicted Current of Antenna A1 

 

 
Figure 9. Comparison between the simulated currents, and predicted 

Current of Antenna A1 

 

 

 


